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Somehow we’ve made it to the halfway mark of the year already. Thanks for joining us on this

journey, and if you’re new then we are glad to have you! Between launching the Holochain

Developer Education Initiative and the upcoming launch of the newest hApp, Chess, there was a

lot going on last month. Read all about it below:

Holo Launches the Holochain Developer Education Initiative

Holo Limited is very pleased to announce the launch of the Holochain Developer Education

Initiative. In the coming two years we are committing upwards of $2M to build and foster an

ecosystem of developers. This work builds on past efforts–especially those of the Holochain

open dev community–and will create efficient, effective, and scalable curriculum to educate

experienced developers on how to code and build hApps and products on Holochain.

Read more here: https://press.holo.host/214789-announcing-the-holochain-developer-

education-initiative

Chess to be added to Longitudinal hApps test soon
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Elemental Chat continues to work well with sharding enabled after two weeks of testing with

approximately 1,000 people trying it out. We’re also evaluating Chess, the next hApp we’d like

to publish concurrently to the Holo network that is running Elemental Chat. We’ll share more

about Chess when and if we believe the app is ready to publish.

Regular Holo Dev Updates on Twitter

If you are curious about the — hot from the press dev updates — those can be found on Holo

Twitter.

Holochain Dev Pulse 119

Earlier this month, we released a new version of Holochain Launcher with a lot of new features.

I took it for a test run and I have to say… I’m excited. It feels like something my dad could

actually use! The new Launcher is much more welcoming to non-technical users. I’m going to

unbox it below, but first, the Holochain release notes for this week.

Read the whole Dev Pulse here!

Agent Key Stability in Holochain

Watch a clip from the last AMA where Erik Harris-Braun talks about what agent key stability

looks like on Holochain.

Ecosystem Sessions — Generative Objects

Generative objects is an open-source meta low-code platform that empowers anyone with great

ideas but not much tech know-how to create the tools and applications they need.

Watch the latest Ecosystem Session now: https://buff.ly/3lRqggu

Rust In Blockchain Newsletter

Holochain Rust & Developer Training AMA

AMA #51 focused on the Holochain Developer Education Initiative, and more specifically the

first training happening in July. Keep up to date on Twitter for an announcement about the

AMA, and in the meantime please submit any questions you have here.

Join the Holo Team

We’re Hiring! Holo is excited to continue our mission by expanding our team. Check out the

open positions below:

https://rustinblockchain.org/newsletters/rib-newsletter-34/
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ABOUT HOLO

Holo is a distributed cloud hosting marketplace for peer-to-peer apps built on Holochain. We're helping
to build a better Web.

Holo is to cloud hosting what Airbnb was to hotels—anyone can become a host by turning their computer into a
source of revenue, getting paid in HoloFuel for hosting peer-to-peer applications to the legacy web. By hosting
P2P apps, you support a web that empowers your peers and communities.

Software Project Manager — Holo EMEA

Junior Software Tester

Project Manager — Holochain Component

Interested in building a hApp? Join the Holochain Developer Forum and start your journey!

If you have general questions about Holo, Holochain, or HoloPorts — or want to join our

community — the best place to start is on our Twitter, Holochain, or Holo Reddits.

For specific questions or any technical issues regarding Holo or HoloPorts, you can read more,

or contact us directly at help.holo.host.

Cheers to making it all the way to June. And thanks for reading if you made it this far ;)

— Sarah @ Holo

Holo
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